FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RTP Corp. Announces RTPView—An Integrated High-Performance HMI
Pompano Beach, FL – June 21, 2001. RTP Corp. today announced RTPView, a high-performance,
industrial-strength, and full-featured HMI designed specially for RTP NetSuite version 2.3 and the RTP
Redundant Hybrid Control System. With a rich set of configuration tools and utilities including a standard
library of over 1300 predefined images—all in an intuitive object-oriented drag-and-drop environment,
monitoring and controlling industrial processes is now easier than ever.
Seamlessly integrated, complete from the I/O interface and controller to the developer workstations and
operator HMI stations, choosing the RTP Advanced Hybrid Control System now means that no third-party
software packages are required to deploy advanced control-strategy applications. Running on Microsoft ®
Windows® NT/2000 and an Ethernet backbone, integration with external plant systems, additional software
applications, and legacy hardware can be easily accomplished.
As an integral component of RTP NetSuite, a powerful development tool for designing, simulating, testing,
integrating and maintaining industrial control applications, RTPView includes unlimited licenses
unencumbered by hard or soft keys. RTPView can be run on as many HMI operator stations as required, and
it includes free upgrades for the life of the product.
Its flexible, easy to use graphical user interface with point-and-click, drag-and-drop, and pull-down controls
makes creating HMI operator screens quick and simple. Operators find RTPView HMI display screens
intuitive for both monitoring and controlling industrial processes. Dynamic HMI screen updates are fast,
smooth, and pleasing to the eye. In side-by-side comparisons, RTPView far outperforms other leading
industrial HMI applications.
"RTPView is the highest value-added HMI software package available in the industry today," noted Sal
Provanzano, RTP President. "With savings of thirty to fifty percent over traditional PLC or DCS solutions, a
three year warranty, and vendor support for the normal life of the plant, RTP Corp. is setting the standard by
which other control system vendors are measured," noted Michael Duvall, Industry Marketing Manager.

Founded in 1968, RTP Corp. is a developer and manufacturer of high-performance industrial data acquisition
and control systems. Markets for RTP Corp.'s products include process control (steel, aluminum, and glass),
flight simulation, nuclear power plant simulation and data acquisition, petrochemical, fossil fuel power plant
control, factory automation, and research and development testing. RTP offers a wide range of ruggedized
hardware and software industrial control solutions, which include hot standby and seamlessly redundant systems
for mission-critical applications. All RTP’s products - even those installed over 30 years ago - are backed by a
Non-Obsolescence Policy that protects customer investments from the constant threat of technological
change.
To learn more about RTP Corp., consult http://www.rtpcorp.com/.
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